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Abstract—A new approach based on the use of a deep neural 

network and an ensemble of particular classifiers is proposed. 

This approach is based on use of the novel block of fuzzy 

generalization for combines classes of objects into semantic 

groups, each of which corresponds to one or more particular 

classifiers. As result of processing, the sequence of frames is 

converted into the annotation of the event occurring in the video 

for a certain time interval. 
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I.  INTRODUCTION  

Detection of abnormal situations is one of the most 
important tasks of a modern closed circuit television (CCTV). 
Traditional methods of object localization and recognition are 
oriented on the search of predetermined objects in the image: 
license plates of vehicles, people, etc. Under this approach, 
abnormal situations are understood as an occurence of the 
object from the “blacklist”.  

However, there are abnormal emergency situations 
(situations not provided by the system): unconventional 
behavior of people and vehicles.  

The characteristic feature of such situations is a time span, 
and therefore it is necessary to carry out a semantic analysis of 
each frame and generalize the information received for a 
certain time interval. In this case, the application of methods 
based on binary classifiers, is hampered. 

The problem of frame semantic analysis can be solved by 
using the semantic image segmentation, i.e. its splitting into 
separate areas and assigning each of them to a certain class. 

The use of deep neural networks (DNN) is appeared as the 
most promising solution [1, 2]. 

There are various approaches for video sequences 
description [3-5]. The paper [3] proposes architectures of long-
term recurrent convolutional networks.  

Convolutional neural network (CNN) together with long 
short-term memory (LSTM) network for image annotation are 
used in the paper [6]. The operating result of the proposed  

algorithm is a description of the event occurring in the 
frame. 

However, all the approaches [3-6] are based on the 
following principle: convolutional network, conditional 
random fields (CRF) or another deep architecture processes a 
frame in the video sequence. The result of segmentation is 
generalized by the recurrent network or the LSTM network that 
generates the annotation for each frame or video sequence as a 
whole.  

Thus, the completeness of the annotation will depend on the 
segmentation quality. To detect an abnormal situation, it is 
important to take into account as many classes as possible, and 
the annotation should be the most detailed one.  

Research shows [7] that the increasing number of classes 
will increase the error. Besides, the errors are observed when 
classifying the semantically close objects: for example, “man”, 
“woman”, “child”, “pedestrian”, etc. 

Such errors complicate the use of complex architectures [8] 
in real CCTV systems where the accurate determination of the 
visitor’s sex or age, the car class, etc. is required. 

In practice, the single-purpose or the particular pretrained 
models are used in security systems [9]. Particular classifiers 
detect and recognize the certain subclasses of objects: brands 
and models of cars, pedestrians and cyclists, etc. This approach 
does not allow getting a full frame annotation, and therefore 
there is no possibility of abnormal situation detecting.  

In this paper, we propose an approach based on the use of a 
deep neural network and an ensemble of particular classifiers.  

The application of fuzzy generalization block combining 
the object classes into semantic groups, eliminates the negative 
effects caused by the increase in the number of classes in the 
deep neural network. The result specification is carried out by 
the particular classifier. The work was supported by the Russian Ministry of Education research 

project - state task in the framework of the project № 2.1898.2017 / PCH 
“Designing the Mathematical and Algorithmic Ware of Intelligent Information 
and Telecommunication System for Higher Educational Institution Security”. 
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II. STATEMENT OF A SEMANTIC VIDEO SEGMENTATION 

PROBLEM 

Let there be a continuous video stream V , represented by 

the set of frames tI , where t  – number of current frame. 

There is a final set of object classes { }k,,С K1= . For each 

frame tI it is necessary to create a mask tA , besides, the class 

mark will be matched with each pixel ( )y,xtI  - ( ) Cyxt ∈,A

(Fig. 1). 

Fig. 1. Semantic Image Segmentation  

Vector ts  contains a set of class marks of the objects that 

are present in the image and the polygons parameters assigned 

to every class, i.e. r
t

,...,; ssss 21= , where r – number of 

objects found in the image. Each object r..i 1∈  is described by 

the vector }{ 11 mmji y,x,...,y,x,C=s , where jC  – class mark, 

k..j 1∈ , and mm y,x,...,y,x 11  – polygon parameters 

(coordinates of the vertices). jC  can be represented as a basis 

vector with dimensions of k  and 1 in the position of j , i.e. 

( ) [ ]0,0,1,0,,0 KK=jc . All the classes that are present in the 

frame t , can be written in the form of a set 
t

C . 

Then the function of segmentation (segmentator) Seg  will 

be a transformation of the matrix tI into the vector ts , i.e. 
tt

:Seg sI → . Matrix tA  is a visualisation of the vector ts and 

represents a set of marked areas.  

Taking into account the class marks and the coordinates of 
the areas it is necessary to aggregate this information in the 
space-time coordinates of a continuous video stream, i.e. to 
carry out a semantic video segmentation. Then let us 
understand a function of aggregating (aggregator) L  as a 

transformation of the set { }nttt
n

++= sss ,,,S
1
K , containing 

the segmentation results of n  frames, into the nl vector, having  

a form of the video frame annotation for n  frames, i.e. 

nnS:L l→  

 
Fig. 2 illustrates the given statement of the problem. 

 

 

 

The confusion matrix method is used for assessing the quality 

of the segmentation algorithm [10]. 

  
 

Fig. 2.  Statement of a semantic video segmentation problem  

III. SOLVING OF A SEMANTIC VIDEO SEGMENTATION 

PROBLEM WITH USING AN ENSEMBLE OF PARTICULAR 

CLASSIFIERS AND A DEEP NEURAL NETWORK 

Solving of a semantic video segmentation problem is 
divided into solving a number of subproblems (Fig. 3): 

1) Frame capture and image preprocessing are performed. 

2) Generalized segmentation and class integrating into  

aggregative semantic groups are performed. 

3) Regions of interest tansfer to  the particular 

classification algorithms is performed. 

4) Aggregating of frame description and query of the next 

frame are performed. 

5) Annotating of events for n  frames is performed.  

A. Image Preprocessing 

Let there be a continuous video stream V , represented by 

the set of frames tI , where t  – number of current frame. 

It is necessary to perform an image preprocessing in order 
to reduce the negative impact of the following factors:  

• changing of scene illumination;  

• digital and analog noise;  

• loss of focus;  

• weather conditions.  

There are various ways of detection [11] and elimination of 
the listed clutters [12-14], including the use of fuzzy logic [15].  

The result of this is a matrix tI , clarified from the noises 
and external clutters. 
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Fig. 3. Solving of a semantic video segmentation problem  

B. Semantic Segmentation of a Video Frame 

Let there be a video frame t
I , where t  – number of current 

frame. There is a final set of object classes { }k,,С K1= .  

It is necessary to construct an algorithm representing
tt

:Seg sI → . According to obtained vector ts  it is necessary 

to create a mask t
A , besides, the class mark will be matched 

with each pixel ( )y,x
t

I  – ( ) Cy,x
t ∈A . 

It is proposed to use a deep architecture of neural networks, 
CNN in particular [1] as an algorithm of generalized 
segmentation.  

Convolutional network (Fig. 4.) consists of several alternate 
layers that are divided into convolution layers and pooling 
layers. 

The convolution by the kernel K  is performed according 
to a formula:  

 ( ),1
b+∗σ= −ττ

Kxx  (1) 

where τ
x  – output layer τ , σ – activation function, b – shear 

coefficient. 

The pooling/subsampling layer reduces the image size by 
the formula:  

 ( ),)( 1 bsubsamplea +⋅σ= −ττ xx  (2) 

where a , b – coefficients, subsample – the operation of 

sampling local maximum values. 

The last layer is a fully connected SoftMax or MLP layer:  

 ,111











+ω⋅σ= −τ

κ
−τ

ηκ
η

−τ
η

τ ∑ bxx  (3) 

where ω  – matrix of weight coefficients, η , κ – layer 

dimensions. 

The learning is realized with the use of the backpropagation 
algorithm. 

Fig. 4. Structural scheme of Lenet-5 neural network [1] 

However, a high dimension of the network and a great 
number of parameters make the convolutional network learning 
a difficult task. On the one hand, a large data set is required. 
On the other hand, special computer equipment with GPU is 
needed [16]. 

In practice, ready-made architectures are used [17], or the 
re-training of the finished model is carried out using the 
transfer learning technology [18, 19].  

As the output of the convolutional network is a vector 
containing a set of classes that are present in the image, the 
classification problem is solved. Fully convolutional networks 
are used for image segmentation [20]. The peculiarity of the 
architecture is as follows: after the image is compressed to the 
vector containing the classes, a return to the original image size 
is performed by alternating the operations of convolution and 
upsample.  

Nowadays there are many algorithms [21] solving the 
problem of semantic image segmentation with the use of 
convolutional architecture. The best results [22] among 
convolutional networks are shown by the Inception-BN model 
[23]. This model is learnt on the ImageNet dataset [24] and 
contains 21K classes 

However, increasing the number of classes increases the 
degree of uncertainty which reduces the classification 
accuracy. The accuracy of segmentation depends also on the 
quality of the learning sample.  

When analyzing the results of tests of deep models [25], it 
can be seen that the highest errors are observed when 
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classifying the semantically close objects: “car”, “bus”, “truck” 
or ‘man”, “woman”, “child”, etc. 

As a rule, such errors are neglected in the image annotation, 
but such errors can become crucial in security systems during 
the abnormal situations detecting.  

In order to improve the accuracy of classification the papers  

[26, 27] proposed to introduce the notion of semantic 
similarity of the detectable objects. The paper [28] proposed 
the “general-to-specific” approach, i.e. the semantic attributes 
were derived for each object (for example, “paws”, “hair”, 
“tail” for the object “dog”, etc.).  

We propose the contrary approach – “specific-to-general”. 
The key part of the approach is the following:  

1) it is proposed to generalize the classes by the thematic 

categories using their semantic similarity; 

2) it is necessary to transfer the area containing the 

semantic group to the entry of the respective particular 

classifier for class specification. 

C. Class Integrating into Generalized Semantic Groups and 

Regions of Interest Transfer to the Particular 

Classification Algorithms 

Let there be a vector ts , containing a set of class marks of 

the objects that are present in the image and the polygons 

parameters assigned to every class. The set { }hdd,dD K21=  

has the marks of semantic groups, at that kh < . 

{ }pfffF K21,=  – set with dimensions of p  contains 

classifiers corresponding to a certain semantic group. Let us 
call such classifiers as particular classifiers.  

It is necessary to create a decision rule g  corresponding 

each of the found classes jC  to a certain semantic group. 

Algorithm g  can be written as follows:  

 tt
DСg →: , (4) 

where the set t
D  contains the marks of semantic groups found 

in the image t
I . 

As an algorithm g  it is proposed to use a semantic graph 

presented in the Fig. 5. The belonging of a class to a semantic 
group can be determined using fuzzy logic methods [29]. 

Let us call a rectangle described around the polygon of the

i object as a region of interest (ROI) iR . Then the task of the 

particular classification can be written as follows:  

 pi Yf →R:p , (5) 

where pY – final set of classes for the classifier pf . 

 

 

Fig. 5. Fragment of the semantic network 

The result of the work is a specified vector ts , where every 

element jC  is corrected according to the following rule (Fig. 

6):  

 


 ∃→

=
otherwiseС

fdforifYf
C

j

uoi

j ,

,: oo R
, (6) 

where h..u 1∈  and p..o 1∈ . 

Fig. 6.  Application of the particular classifiers 

In order to detect the abnormal situations in CCTV systems, 
it is possible to use the following particular classifiers: 

• recognition of vehicle type, model and brand [30]; 

• recognition of license plate symbols of vehicles [31]; 

• UAV detection [32]; 

• recognition of pedestrians, cyclists, sex, race, age of 
people [33]; 

• person's identity [34], etc. 

D. Annotating of Events for n  Frames 

Let there be a vector ts , represented as class marks that are 

present in the image t
I . A scanning window with dimensions 

of n  frames moves in the video stream V , then the set 

{ }nttt
n ,,,S ++= sss K

1  contains the segmentation results of n  

frames. 

It is necessary to create an algorithm L  transforming the set 

nS  into the vector l , represented as a video frame annotation 

for n  frames, i.e. nnS:L l→ . 

It is proposed to use a neural network with LSTM, shown 
in the Fig. 7 as such a function. A key feature of such networks 
is the presence of a “memory cell”, that is composed of four 
main elements: an input gate, a neuron with a self-recurrent 
connection (a connection to itself), a forget gate and an output 
gate.  
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To calculate the cell memory update, we take the following 
notation:  

• ts – is the input to the memory cell layer at time t , tγ – 

output vector; 

• ιW , ςW , φW , ιU , ςU , φU , οV  – weight matrices; 

• ιβ , ςβ , φβ  – are bias vectors. 

The calculation algorithm is the following: 

• compute the values for tι , the input gate, and t
~ς the 

candidate value for the states of the memory cells at 
time : 

 
( )

( )ς−ςς

ι−ιι

β+γ+=ς

β+γ+σ=ι

1

1

~
t

t
t

t
tL

t

tanh

g

UsW

UsW
, (7) 

• compute the value for tφ , the activation of the memory 

cells “forget gates” at time t : 

 ( )φφφ βγσφ ++= −1t
tL

t g UsW , (8) 

• update the previous state of the cell 1−tς  up to the 

current state tς : 

 1−∗+∗= ttttt
~ ςφςις , (9) 

• compute the value of output gates and output vector: 

 
( )

( )ttt

tt
tL

t g

ς∗ο=γ

β+ς+γ+σ=ο οο−οο

tanh

1 VUsW
. (10) 

The result of work of such network will be a vector l , each 

element of which has a form of an output tγ  at the current 

time. 

Fig. 7. LSTM neural network 

IV. EXPERIMENT  

The proposed approach was implemented in the Python 
language using the Caffe library. The following computer 

configuration was used for testing: Intel Core i5, 8 Gb RAM, 
Nvidia Geforce 1080 Ti.  

The testing of the segmentator Seg  was carried out in 

Coco dataset [36] containing 3K marked images. The Fig. 8 
shows the results of work of the original Inception-BN and 
after the application of generalization algorithm g  and the 

particular classifiers pf . 

Fig. 8. Segmentation result during the Coco dataset 

The Fig. 9 demonstrates the work of the segmentation 
algorithm in the operational surveillance system of University. 

The following classifiers are used as particular ones [30-
35]. 

Fig. 9. Segmentation result in CCTV of University 

Coco dataset (annotation) was used for algorithm L

learning.  

For preliminary testing of annotation algorithm DAVIS 
dataset [37] containing marked and annotated video frames, as 
well as video frames received from CCTV of University, was 
used (Fig. 10). 

Fig. 10. Annotation result  

V. CONCLUSION 

The problem of semantic segmentation of the video stream 
is solved using an ensemble of particular classifiers and a 
convolutional neural network is solved. 
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The possibility of applying the proposed approach in 
CCTV of University is demonstrated.  

The novelty is the use of the block of fuzzy generalization 
combining the object classes into semantic groups, each of 
which corresponds to one or more particular classifiers.  

As result of processing, the sequence of frames is converted 
into the annotation of the event occurring in the video for a 
certain time interval. 

Hereafter, it is planned to analyze the obtained description 
of the video fragment for detecting the abnormal situation and 
elaborating the system response. 
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